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Abstract: Wireless network finds application in communal facilities monitoring and management systems. One of the basic requirements for the construction of a wireless monitoring network with autonomous power supply is the guaranteed network lifetime. Up-to-date challenges in the field of wireless monitoring networks are creation of universal hardware platforms that allow for usage of widespread proprietary transceivers of different manufacturers aiming at creating network topologies raising energy efficiency and lifetime of WMN. The article describes a model of a wireless network allowing evaluation of its lifetime by energy parameters and dynamic reconfigurations induced by external influence.

On the basis of the represented test results one may conclude that energy consumption is defined by the level of the application stack of the protocol ZigBee and doesn’t depend on PHY and MAC layers of the protocol 802.15.4. Considering energy consumption of the data transmission process, potential increase in the lifetime of the devices and network as a whole is mostly controlled by the sizes of useful messages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks for communal facilities monitoring and management systems are among the basic internet technologies on the basis of which a Smart City concept can be developed.

Energy consumption wireless monitoring network (WMN) is a distributed self-configured wireless network consisting of intelligent data acquisition and transmission devices. Each device is equipped with a microcontroller, a transceiver, a battery and it is connected to a meter or sensor through a corresponding interface.

Up-to-date challenges in the field of wireless monitoring networks are creation of universal hardware platforms that allow for usage of widespread proprietary transceivers of different manufacturers aiming at creating network topologies raising energy efficiency and lifetime (standalone downtime) of WMN [1-4]. One of the problems hindering the increase in energy efficiency of WMN is the problem of irregular energy consumption of network nodes. The problem is complex and includes not only network topological peculiarities but also the realization of security threats at the program level of the used protocol stacks.

The main task for the monitoring networks built on the basis of the ZigBee technology with autonomous power supply is provision of the guaranteed network lifetime during the calibration period of metering devices making up the network.

The simplest possible methods to increase standalone downtime of WMN are the reduction of energy consumption of hardware, optimization of network topology and an increase in the battery capacity.

Wireless network lifetime is directly connected with its energy efficiency. Energy efficiency is often used to specify standards, algorithms and protocols and achievement thereof is one of the basic tasks of technical projects. In other words, longer standalone downtime of WMN in case of full transfer of registered data provides higher energy efficiency. For this reason network lifetime additionally requires service quality assurance that the network should comply with.

ZigBee / 802.15.4 technology was developed to minimize power consumption of devices supporting
the standard. For this purpose the activity of the devices should be minimized so that they could stay in a low-power mode (sleep mode). Consequently a device should ‘wake up’ (be active) to transfer (or receive) data during a short period of time. The main task is to maximize the battery lifetime of the field devices of wireless energy monitoring system and consequently optimize the lifetime of the network.

During encapsulation of the top-layer packets low-layer packets are supplied with 33 bites of service information. And the data of application layer in the packet makes up 100 bites. For this reason the size of the transferred data packets (for instance daily load/consumption curve) and its frequency to a great extent define system lifetime.

It should be taken into consideration when developing a model that would allow wireless sensor network battery lifetime forecasting. To forecast battery lifetime in practical implementation of the network 802.15.4 / ZigBee one should define activity cycles by data transmission as well as the current generated from the battery during different dynamic operation especially during transceiver (main power consumer in devices) activation operations [5, 6].

WMN is a peer-to-peer distributed system whereat every node can exchange data with any of the neighboring one. On the basis thereof are three basic types of network nodes: an end-user device, a router and a coordinator.

a) An end-user device collects data from meters and sensors and transfers it to the network. As a rule, most of the time it is in the power-down mode, when main power consumers – transceivers – are off.

b) A router relays data coming from end-user devices to the polling point (coordinator).

c) A coordinator (gateway) receives data from the whole network and transfers it to the top-level application through a wire or wireless interface. As a rule a coordinator has a constant power source and unlike other nodes is not restricted in power supply.

The breakdown is used to design centralized monitoring and management systems whereat a coordinator either processes information coming from the whole network itself or transfers it to the device having more resources (for instance, system server) [5].

Main standard that networks are based on being of practical and commercial importance is IEEE 802.15.4 [6, 17]. It describes physical and layer levels of the OSI model [7, 9]. Higher layers come complete in ZigBee specifications [8, 10].

ZigBee specifications regulate such protocol stack, where top-layer protocols use services provided by underlying protocols. Standard IEEE 802.15.4. is used as two low-level protocols (physical layer PHY and MAC layer). MAC-layer in ZigBee networks realizes CSMA-CA (listening of carrier frequency and elimination of collisions), network layer (NWK) routs messages and APS layer (application support) provides application layer interface. In the context of energy efficiency MAC and NWK layers are of the highest interest.

Sensor network concept involves all nodes using independent power supply. As each network element implements a set of tasks an outage thereof could mean the following: in case the set of tasks realized by the node is not critical it could mean a worse network performance; in case the node is a key system element routing data-flow, an outage and a route change failure thereof could mean the outage of the whole network.

Service quality (QoS) defines if a network can provide required data transmission services under specific conditions.

Unlike classical networks wireless monitoring networks provide not only data transmission services but also data collection and processing. Thus, service quality of the wireless sensor networks and their parameters differ from the classical concept [13, 14].

Quality of service of wireless sensor networks is specified by the following parameters: network delay, network capacity, network losses, network lifetime, specific area coverage and topology variation tolerance [13].

As WMNs are generally autonomous there comes a point when the network is not able to perform its tasks. Time from the start of the network performance to the mentioned point is called lifetime or network standalone downtime (network lifetime).

Temporary worsening of service quality comprises loss of registered data of the invalid node over some time. Thus, the network stops performing its function upon final drop of the service quality.

When solving practical tasks referring autonomous WMN there are two main tasks referring lifetime:

a) Estimation of the assumed network lifetime upon given hardware parameters and operation algorithms

b) Increase of the lifetime applying some methods and algorithms.

2. THE LIFETIME OF WMN

Extension of network lifetime is the general purpose of research on wireless networks as network node is usually constrained by the power capacity that defines its lifetime.

Energy density of a node is defined by the ratio of the total consumed energy to the initial reference energy of the battery. Higher density is achieved by lower ration of the energy used by node operation in a network to its initial energy.
According to the model, total energy consumed includes energy spent for transmitting and receiving of packets, sleep mode and exploration.

Considering numerous models describing relationship of energy consumption with working modes of 802.15.4/ZigBee devices at MAC and NWK specification layers development of realistic model for forecasting lifetime and transmission lags in IEEE 802.15.4 sensor nets, taking into account possible external network influence, are of the specific practical interest.

Thus, energy consumption of nodes to define their lifetime and consequently network lifetime is the key issue in analytical model development.

In the same model of network lifetime forecasting one should take into consideration energy consumption of field devices taking into account sleep-, monitoring-, controlling- and retransmitting modes of field devices due to network disturbances.

Energy losses are classified considering characteristics of wireless communication. The authors [7, 8, 14-16] admit that the most significant losses are suffered by monitoring of networking and retransmission. Active transceiver consumes the same energy volume regardless transmission taking place or not. Collisions happen when many frames are transmitted at the same time. All conflicting packets are retransmitted which results in higher energy consumption and network load.

Another reason for energy losses is monitoring of networking, namely receiving packets destined for other nodes.

To improve networking they apply an addressing scheme that uses transmitting of control packets which results in additional energy losses [9, 19-21].

To save energy MAC protocol should use the minimal possible quantity of control packets.

Main energy losses of fixed networks with ‘meshed’ configuration are caused by data transmitting mode. At the same time energy losses for the first two modes are permanent fixed indices not critical for the network lifetime.

Wireless network of data collection node is considered being operational until it reads sensors and transfers the data to the network without any error. When designing and installing a network, it is important to estimate an approximate lifetime of each node before the change of batteries is required. It is important to understand the factors influencing its standalone downtime.

It is known that energy demand of some network elements depends on the following factors that should be considered by WMN simulation [16]:

a) Hardware characteristics (battery-, microcontroller- and transceiver capacity).

b) Data acquisition and communications frequencies.

c) PHY and MAC protocols defining first of all network access control mechanisms.

d) Logical network topology defining volume of information passing through every element (considering retransmission).

e) Used routing protocol bringing additional maintenance traffic to the network.

DATD (data acquisition and transmission device) is used for reading of meter and sensor indices and transmission thereof to the network.

Its main feature is an ability to support flashlight modes (by sensor actuation) and retranslation (ability for end-to-end transmission of the data, incoming from other devices).

When an event model (flashlight transmission) or a scheduled transmission model is used it usually works according to the cyclic circuit represented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 – DATD operation cycle

Considering the fact that the process of reading sensor indices, being one of the key parameters defining DATD lifetime, depends exclusively on the technical characteristics of the used microcontroller, its contribution to the future energy consumption is predictable.

Energy consumption caused by transmit-to-receipt and acknowledgement of data is more critical as for the lifetime as it will be mentioned further.

In practice each transmission through a wireless line is associated with possible losses either by transmission of a frame with a useful load or by acknowledgement.

As a result, the device has to initiate one or several retransmissions delaying the switch to the sleep mode.
3. ENERGY CONSUMPTION TEST

To test DATD energy consumption one could apply a test stand construction scheme comprising usage of the digital oscilloscope UNIPRO V-121. Fig. 2 represents the scheme of measurement of the energy consumption parameters of field devices ‘Sigma ZB’ equipped with the transceivers DIGI and REXENSE in the standard operation mode.

![Figure 2 – Scheme of measurement of energy consumption of field devices ‘Sigma ZB’](image)

Based on the Nyquist-Shannon (Kotelnikov) theorem oscilloscope sampling frequency should be two times higher than max frequency of the captured signal.

As min monitoring time slot makes up 200 ms the max sampling frequency should equal 50 kHz.

Test measurement of battery discharging rate is represented below in Fig. 3.

The diagrams above refer to the measurement of energy consumption of the DATD ‘Sigma ZB’ with the installed module XBee rev.b of 1 mW. Considering expected dependence of energy consumption of filed devices on the size of transmitted data frames, parameters of different operational modes of network devices, equipped with transceivers DIGI (S1and S2) and REXENSE (REX3D), were measured.

The test was conducted in the medium SCTM-Dialog with the fixation of parameters of transmitted and received packets.

![Figure 3 – Measurement of the resistor (shunt) voltage](image)

Based on the known indices of the effective standard deviation of the signal amplitude and resistance of the shunt resistor, effective average current consumption indices of the devices ‘Sigma ZB’ were calculated as follows:

- by the network time synchronization mode and packet size of 56 bite (Table 1),
- by the field device address detection mode and packet size of 34 bites (Table 2),
- by the network addressing mode and packet size of 62 bites (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module type</th>
<th>Capacity, mW</th>
<th>Standard deviation, mV</th>
<th>Average effective current, mA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XBee rev.b</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XBee S2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>25.31</td>
<td>41.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REX3D</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>25.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Test values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module type</th>
<th>Capacity, mW</th>
<th>Standard deviation, mV</th>
<th>Average effective current, mA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XBee rev.b</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XBee S2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>45.24</td>
<td>74.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REX3D</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>30.14</td>
<td>49.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the represented test results one may conclude that energy consumption of a field device depends not much on the capacity of a transceiver as other authors claim, it is defined by hardware interface of a transceiver with microcontroller installed on the field device to provide user functions.

4. CONCLUSION

On the basis of the represented test results one may conclude that energy consumption is defined by the level of the application stack of the protocol ZigBee and does not depend on PHY and MAC layers of the protocol 802.15.4. Due to energy consumption of the data transmission process, potential increase in the lifetime of the devices and network as a whole depends mostly on the control of the sizes of useful messages. Consequently, the crucial task would be the optimization of energy consumption of filed devices of self-powered wireless networks in user applications allowing usage of transceivers from different manufacturers in mass data acquisition and transmission devices to design wireless monitoring networks.
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